Navman MiVue
1000 Sensor
XL Dash Cam
Record your footages in Full HD 1080p 60fps with
Navman MiVue 1000 Sensor XL Dash Cam. This highquality but straightforward dash cam will work brilliantly
with all your travels. It records in greater detail, even in
low light conditions. The Navman MiVue 1000 sensor
XL captures and records all your encounters on the
road and can help protect yourself from fraudulent
claims and accident disputes. It is also enhanced with
features like headlight alerts, safety camera alerts, and
driver fatigue alert that you need for a safe and smooth
drive. Key Features Easy Menu Navigation: Its 2.7-inch
LCD screen and simple buttons allow you to operate it
quickly and easily. Low Light Premium XL Sensor: Have
higher quality video recordings with its 2/3-inch low light
premium CMOS sensor. Smart and Low Power Parking
Modes: It has built-in motion and shock detection
technology so that even while your vehicle is parked, it
collects evidence if your car is bumped or scraped. The
SMARTBOX constantly provides power to your MiVue
device so you can still be protected even in Parking
Mode. Built-In Battery: With its supercapacitor battery, it
can always provide you with reliable performance even
in hot conditions and temperatures up to 70°. GPS
Tagged Video: It monitors and records your location,
direction, and speed when you travel. Full HD 1080p
Resolution: You can record 1080p high-definition videos
with clear details even in low light for better quality
evidence. 3-Axis G-Sensor: When a collision occurs,
the Navman MiVue 1000 will show where the direction
of the impact came and give information on how it
happened. EZYSHARE via Wi-Fi: Directly upload your
footages to social media or email with EZYSHARE via
the MiVue Pro app to save it for safekeeping. WideAngle Glass Lens: Along with its HD resolution, it has a
viewing angle of 150° for stellar-detailed footages and

images. Plus, its glass-made lens allows more light to
deliver brighter and more vivid images. Optimised
Day/Night Recording: Its Wide Dynamic Range (WDR)
support automatically enhances video quality on any
challenging lighting conditions. Event Recording Mode:
It can detect sudden changes in motion or an impact
and will automatically trigger the camera to save a
protected video of the accident that can be used for
analysis. *SMARTBOX is separately sold.
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